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- Multimedia applications
  - Video decoding
  - Challenging issue using MPSoc

- Traditional debugging techniques are not optimal
  - Execution traces analysis
Huge amount of traces

Example: 7GB of traces for less than 5mn of video decoding
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  - blocks are automatically discovered
- A frame identified by two events: start and end events

Our problem: Rewrite each frame into a short description with a small set of blocks
Definitions

e xample

Let $S = \{B_1, B_2, B_3, B_4\}$ with

$B_1 = \langle \text{GetFrame, exitGet} \rangle$

$B_2 = \langle \text{InterrupPeriod, exitI, InterruptSoft, exitS, exitT} \rangle$

$B_3 = \langle \text{CheckData, FillJob} \rangle$

$B_4 = \langle \text{InterruptSoft, exitS, exitT, CSProduc} \rangle$
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**Definitions**

1. local coverage
2. coverage
   
   A coverage of $\mathcal{F} = \{F_1, F_2\}$ using $S$ is $C = \{L_1, L_2\}$ with $L_1 = \langle B_1, B_3 \rangle$ a local coverage of $F_1$.
   
   The covering degree is 0.5.
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### Definitions

1. **local coverage**
2. **coverage**
3. **coverage rank**

$$\text{coverRank}(S_1, F) = \text{Max}(0.25, 0.5, 0.33)$$

with $S_1 = \{B_1, B_3, B_4\}$
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4. \textbf{k-golden set}

$S_2 = \{B_1, B_2, B_3\}$ is the 3-goldenset with $\text{coverRank}(S_2, \mathcal{F}) = 0.64$
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- set of blocks obtained by applying *profSpan* [Zou et al.,2010]
- \( f \) is the function of Coverage Rank
FrameMiner Process

- Start event
- Preprocessing
- End event

Frames

- Sequence mining
- Greedy algorithm
Experimentation settings

- Real trace of embedded MP4 video decoding
  - 240 frames and 123575 events

- Intel Xeon X4760 processor: 2.66 GHz and 64 GB of RAM

- Exhaustive approach: baselineFrame

- Profspan: support threshold of 20%
Comparative assessment

- 90% of the optimal solution with an execution three orders of magnitude faster.
Subjective assessment

Rank A: Very interesting; Rank B: Interesting; Rank C: Uninteresting

Frequents Patterns

Golden Patterns

C. Kamdem, L. Fopa et al. FrameMiner: towards golden patterns mining
Reduction
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Reduction

70% of reduction in the information to handle
⇒ The programmer can now focus on blocks, instead of individual events
Conclusion

- An original approach to abstract an execution trace
  
  ⇒ A great simplification of trace exploration

- An efficient greedy algorithm that automatically find interesting blocks
  
  ⇒ A significant reduction of the execution trace volume
Further directions

1. Automatic labelling
2. Multicore traces
3. Beyond *Coverage rank* function
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